spam, ham and other food or how to distribute spam to 100k email addresses
Who am I?
• Debian Developer since 2003
• Listmaster
• Alioth Admin
• Maintainer of packages like iproute, icinga, nagios and a lot of other useless stuff
• Senior consultant at credativ
The listmaster team
• Martin Zobel-Helas
• Cord Beermann
• Don Armstrong
• Alexander Wirt
• Martin Schulze
• Pascal Hakim
What we are doing
• Listmanagement with smartmail and postfix
• Bug subscriber management with Enemies of Carlotta
• Complaint- and abuse management
• Maintaining the list archive
❤ Child care
Some numbers
• We are distributing **34.843** mails a month to **101.596** unique subscribers
• That makes **16.074.150** outgoing mails a month
• We do reject **389.440** mails during SMTP
• SpamAssassin (Amavis) filters another **51.265** mails
• Last but not least our procmail rules get another **65.280**
• That means we protect you from **505.985** unconsolidated mails a month
• The listmaster role address receives **15.209** mails a month
What we did during Debconf 15
• Bugfixing: we were able to close 100 Bugs on the lists.debian.org pseudo package
• Jessie upgrade
• Mhonarc upgrade
• Listpages enhanced with statistic and direct inline search
• Improve DKIM handling
• Improve the listsearch (Thanks to olly for his xapian help)
• Create some new lists
• Close some deprecated lists
What's still on our list 😞
• Check DKIM signed mails for p=reject domains
• Integrate Spamreview with SSO
• Evaluate plist from our GSOC project as mhonarc replacement
• Improve/replace our signature checker to properly support MIME
• Get lists.debconf.org integrated into lists.debian.org
• Improve moderation scripts
• Integrate Banmanager
I WANT YOU TO HELP THIS KITTEN AND MANY, MANY KITTENS MORE
We are hiring!
Do you like mail?
Dealing with strange software like smartlist or procmail?
Are you interested in being a listmaster?
If you can answer all or most questions with yes: Get in touch with us!
Some isolated tasks
• We need someone to improve our current sigcheck tool (python), a rewrite in Perl is also fine
• Improve the layout of the generated archives from plist
  - Allow using the spamreview frontend with an alioth account
Use Spamreview

Every DD is able to review Spamreports that came in via the listarchives. If enough developers flag a message as spam it gets removed from the archives. Please help us with the process and use https://lists.debian.org/archive-spam-removals/review/
Now it's up to you!
Do you have any questions and/or feedback for us?
Danke für eure Aufmerksamkeit.  
See you all 2016 in Capetown!